Abstract: Sensor replacement in the rechargeable wireless sensor network (R-WSN) is important to provide continuous sensing services once sensor node failure or damage occurs. However, satisfactory solutions have not been found yet in developing a sustainable network and effectively prolonging its lifetime. Thus, we propose a new technique for detecting, reporting, and handling sensor failure, called sector-based replacement (SBR). Base station (BS) features are utilized in dividing the monitoring field into sectors and analyzing the incoming data from the nodes to detect the failed nodes. An airplane robot (Air-R) is then sent to a replacement task trip. The goals of this study are to (i) increase and guarantee the sustainability of the R-WSN; (ii) rapidly detect the failed nodes in sectors by utilizing the BS capabilities in analyzing data and achieving the highest performance for replacing the failed nodes using Air-R; and (iii) minimize the Air-R effort movement by applying the new field-dividing mechanism that leads to fast replacement. Extensive simulations are conducted to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the SBR technique.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have received significant attention from the research community in past years; they are used for various applications in several fields [1] . However, the search for deploying a self-adaptable network and successfully prolonging its lifetime still needs further investigation. A network usually consists of battery-powered wireless devices with sensing and communication capabilities that collect data about the environment or an event of interest (e.g., light, temperature, and movement) and relay data toward a "sink" in a multi-hop manner [2] . Research in this field has been dynamic for years, and several open issues await valid solutions [3] . Aside from constraints in terms of processing power and storage capacity, other significant issues in WSNs are the limited battery duration of sensors and the consequent limited network lifetime.
The sensors' lifetime is still the main factor in WSN; addressing this issue requires energy to be almost always replenished. The ideal solution is to make the sensors harvest from their surroundings [4, 5] . However, energy harvesting is, unfortunately, not steady and the total amount of energy harvested is barely predictable. For example, many factors affect solar energy harvesting, including the weather, the season, and time (weather exposed under the sun). This constitutes a great challenge in the design of energy efficient protocols for wireless sensor networks (in order to maintain them, improve their energy efficiency, and extend the lifetime of the networks) [6] .
Rechargeable WSNs (R-WSNs) are a promising technology for addressing energy problems in WSNs, and therefore attract an increasing number of researchers and manufacturers to discuss the potential for actual industrial applications [7, 8] . This technology possesses high-energy transfer efficiency, even under omni-directional transmission; it does not require line of sight, and it is insensitive to the neighboring environment [9, 10] . The charging energy of R-WSNs is reliable and stable.
Progress in wireless power transfer techniques has advanced research activities in the direction of battery recharging, with high expectations for its application to WSNs. A hybrid charging scheme combines charging by a mobile charger with a directional antenna and energy trading (e.g., transferring and harvesting between neighboring sensor nodes) [11] . Sensor replacement techniques have also been widely studied as a means of providing service continuity in the network. Recharging or replacing the sensor nodes that are running out of energy can be identified and researched as two main objectives. Mobile robots are used as solutions for the execution of either recharging or replacing tasks automatically and autonomously to maintain the WSN, thus reducing human intervention [12] .
This study focuses on the manner in which R-WSNs are deployed and efficiently serve a complex geography. R-WSNs can collect information, monitor, and perform other multiple tasks. They are sustainable networks and have high performance, which are important factors for WSNs. For example, in a forest-monitoring system, we need to deploy numerous sensor nodes to cover the entire sensing field. We assume that all nodes have the same amount of energy, capacity, and transmission capabilities. These nodes can determine their location automatically from the first time after deployment. In the case of detecting failure or damaged nodes in the network, several problems may affect network sustainability, data collection, and field-monitoring results. Our approach shows good results in detecting and handling this type of failure in a large monitoring field (such as forest fire monitoring).
Related Work
Most of the studies related to node replacement in WSNs have handled these problems by assuming that they have previous knowledge of the node or event position, or even the node energy consumption [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
In [1] , three policies were proposed. Each policy determined the importance of each failed node on the coverage and lifetime of the network by assigning a weight to each failed node. If the weight was greater than the policy threshold, the node was replaced; otherwise, it was ignored. These policies aimed to maximize the lifetime and simultaneously minimize redundant resources. The weight of the network knowledge should be evaluated, and a central server was required to calculate them.
In [8] , knowledge of the events was needed, and the position of redundant nodes was known because they were stored in the sink. The proposed scheme scheduled the travels of the robot and duty cycles of the sensors. The goal was to maintain coverage while minimizing the traveled distance. However, the scheme only considered point coverage, similar to that proposed by [13] (in which area coverage is considered). The nodes were grouped in sets, a staircase-based scheduling model was implemented, and a fixed number of backup nodes were deployed in sets.
Authors in [19, 20] have studied the network to provide adequate quality of service (using energy replenishment and data collection) through limited mobile devices in WRSNs with multiple sinks. Scheduling the mobile devices' recharging and data collection capabilities ensures that the total weight of the recharged sensors can be operated without time limits being maximized.
The mobile robot is utilized to perform replacement and recharging tasks. To the best of our knowledge, researches have not explored the benefit of the airplane robot (Air-R) replacement from the R-WSN perspective (utilizing Air-R replacement). Nevertheless, significant research in the sensor network community has explored high replacement efficiency using mobile robots [21] . Some of the mobile robot problems are the large travel distance, the exhaustive search process to find the failure node which must be replaced, and the harsh environment in which it works. Therefore, the proposed method in this paper minimizes the travel distance and pressure work of the mobile robot effectively, deals with any failure of the network, and solves problems before expansion.
Sensor nodes are deployed regularly and at random in a circular area, which is divided into multiple rings with a constant width [22] . A mobile robot is utilized to recharge WSNs at the circular trajectory of the mobile robot (to the energy consumption rate of each sub-region of the network). This study investigates how the mobile charger (MC) traverses and transfers energy to the sensor node in a wireless method. This strategy can significantly reduce the total death ratio of nodes compared with traditional WSNs.
Some researchers have worked on the distribution of sensor nodes to prolong the lifetime of sensor networks [23] , presenting a novel edge-based routing protocol called BeamStar for WSNs. The authors divided the network into rings and sectors. To provide location information for the nodes, the power-controlled capability of the base station (BS) was utilized to scan the network with different power transmission levels. In [24] , another routing protocol for edge-based WSNs was presented called the cluster-based BeamStar (CBS). The CBS was introduced to overcome some of the disadvantages of BeamStar. The CBS uses the same technique as BeamStar but with a developed scan process to provide sensor nodes with location information. This protocol is successful in using network resources optimally and in reducing internode communication load. The CBS is explained in three different phases, namely, locating, cluster-building, and data-transmitting phases. In the first phase, the entire field is scanned using different transmission power levels (R).
In the current study, we utilize prior research to explore the potential infrastructure support by an edge BS to scan the entire area of the R-WSNs, and divide the infrastructure support into rings and sectors using BS capabilities. We also develop techniques for detecting and replacing the failure node to make the network considerably sustained.
Our proposed technique is to utilize Air-R to replace the failed nodes in R-WSN. This technique can select, carry, and unload sensor nodes. Whether or not failed or damaged nodes are found, the Air-R can fly to the failed node location and unload new functional nodes. We assume that the BS will process the information collected from nodes in the monitoring field. This operation helps in analyzing the collected data from the field and predicts the node activity via knowledge base (KB). KB periodically reviews the density of the nodes recharging requests to study and evaluates whether the incoming requests from nodes are normal. The BS determines which nodes have the highest abnormal recharging requests (because they may be running out of energy fast or their battery is damaged-which means that the node is becoming useless and must be replaced). BS can also verify which sector this node belongs to; therefore, BS sends Air-R to this sector to handle this specific failure in the network by replacing the failed node.
Network Parts
Our proposed scheme consists of the following three main parts:
(a) Sensor node. As mentioned above, we need to acquire accurate and regular information about sensing field monitoring for a certain geographic area. Thus, we randomly deploy a large number of sensor nodes with particular specifications, as we will mention in the next section. (b) Base Station (BS). This part exploits BS characteristics, such that it has no energy constraints.
The main tasks of the BS are:
• It fully controls and manages the sensors network (sensing field).
•
It divides the R-WSN field into sectors, as in [24] .
It performs the clustering process and selects the cluster head (CH) periodically (according to scheduled times and residual energy).
It continuously and periodically (as agreed beforehand) informs nodes in the sector when electing a new CH.
It receives recharging requests from nodes with a low energy threshold and arranges the recharging trip of the MC to recharge nodes [25] . All previous services of BS can be provided. This study also utilizes BS characteristics to offer the following additional services:
• Processing the information collected from nodes to study the activities of different nodes.
Evaluating recharging requests to determine whether the coming requests from nodes are normal (based on KB study nodes).
Sending and adopting Air-R for trips to replace failed or damaged nodes in the R-WSN sensing field (the properties of Air-R are elucidated in the next sections).
(c) Air-R. Air-R is used in this proposal because it can cover a large area, and has a fast moving speed and freeway movement. The replacement process is easy because Air-R is provided with location information for failed nodes, and no complicated mechanics is required to operate the failed node. Therefore, the Air-R can detect or replace failed nodes at locations that are ordinarily unreachable.
Problem Statement
This study aims to (i) increase and guarantee the sustainability of the R-WSN to create a high-efficiency network; (ii) rapidly detect the failed nodes in the sensing field by utilizing BS capabilities for collecting and analyzing data to achieve the highest performance in replacing the failure nodes using Air-R; and (iii) minimize the Air-R effort and movement by applying the new field-dividing mechanism that leads to fast replacement. We propose the sector-based replacement (SBR) by utilizing BS features to divide the monitoring field into sectors, and analyze the incoming data from the nodes to detect the failed nodes. We then send the Air-R to perform a replacement task. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to discuss the problem when a failed or damaged node is found in R-WSN and the replacing technique in R-WSN. We make the following assumptions in this study:
(a) Sensors are randomly and uniformly distributed in the field. We assume that all nodes can detect their own location in the initial deployment process. The BS then starts to divide the field into sectors, and CHs are selected for each sector (the same as in [24] ). (b) The Air-R travels at a constant speed, and it is attached with a GPS to locate and replace the failure nodes. (c) Through continuous synchronized information exchange between BS and Air-R, the Air-R can determine whether it can serve additional sectors (replacing the failed node in the sectors) after completing the first mission (replacing sector nodes that are already planned before the Air-R departure). (d) The BS manages the coverage inside the sectors before the node replacement process to keep the coverage area and data transfer in the sectors [14] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the problem formulation; Section 3 presents the experimental results; and finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and future work.
Modeling and Formulation
We consider a network that contains numerous N sensors, denoted as n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , . . . , n k . These sensors are deployed in the monitoring field. The field is divided into rings and small areas called sectors (denoted as SN j i ), where j and i represent the ring number (RN) and sector number (SN) within any area SN j i , respectively (as shown in Figure 1 ). The required sensing coverage level is the same at any point of the area. In this section, we discuss our proposed replacement technique (called SBR) in three steps. 
Field Partitioning and Sector Area Calculation
Sensors and a stationary BS are deployed over the sensing field. We find this to be an appropriate and effective mechanism for dividing the R-WSN field into convergent partitions in space, but with different numbers of nodes under the geographical constraint of the R-WSN field. Therefore, we assume that this BS is located at the center of the network field and has no energy constraint. The BS in the network is equipped with a power-controlled capability directional antenna, which can reach any part of the network [22] . It helps when dividing the R-WSN field (using an antenna beam width (θ ) to define the RN and SN). The same scan order of CBS in [23] is considered in this study. We examine one quarter of the network for simplification. We consider the field to be distributed into four main quarters, and each quarter is divided into a given number of sectors by varying its transmission power level (R) or radius, and beam width (θ ). The signal sent by the BS to define the radius Rm of the mth ring is calculated using the following equation:
where R1 is the radius of the first ring, which is used to obtain the angle of beam width ( m θ ) for the mth ring in the following equation:
From (1) and (2), the area Am of all sectors in the mth ring is obtained, as shown in the following equation:
where Am is the area of the mth ring with radius Rm. The sector areas on the same ring are equal, and the area of one sector is calculated as The partition mechanism of the network process is illustrated in Figure 1 . The first quarter shows the first phase of the network-dividing process, in which the network field is divided into a set of Figure 1 . Network design technique with jth rings of ith sectors. Each ring has an equal sector area. These equally spaced sectors are used to form even-sized clusters in the network.
Sensors and a stationary BS are deployed over the sensing field. We find this to be an appropriate and effective mechanism for dividing the R-WSN field into convergent partitions in space, but with different numbers of nodes under the geographical constraint of the R-WSN field. Therefore, we assume that this BS is located at the center of the network field and has no energy constraint. The BS in the network is equipped with a power-controlled capability directional antenna, which can reach any part of the network [22] . It helps when dividing the R-WSN field (using an antenna beam width (θ) to define the RN and SN). The same scan order of CBS in [23] is considered in this study. We examine one quarter of the network for simplification. We consider the field to be distributed into four main quarters, and each quarter is divided into a given number of sectors by varying its transmission power level (R) or radius, and beam width (θ). The signal sent by the BS to define the radius R m of the mth ring is calculated using the following equation:
where R 1 is the radius of the first ring, which is used to obtain the angle of beam width (θ m ) for the mth ring in the following equation:
From (1) and (2), the area A m of all sectors in the mth ring is obtained, as shown in the following equation:
where A m is the area of the mth ring with radius R m . The sector areas on the same ring are equal, and the area of one sector is calculated as
The area for a specific sector AS m is determined. SN represents the number of sectors, and R 2 m is the radius of the last ring. The network density is calculated as ρ = N/π 2 R , where N is the number of deployed sensors.
The partition mechanism of the network process is illustrated in Figure 1 . The first quarter shows the first phase of the network-dividing process, in which the network field is divided into a set of rings with different transmission power levels. The corresponding sectors are represented with their rings. In the network initialization phase, we assume that each node n k ∈ N needs to send its location information to the BS with an auto hi message (AHM). This message contains the node number (n k ), residual energy (RE k ), and message release time (rt k ), as shown as follows:
This message is the first that every node must send to the BS. The nodes have not chosen the CH for each part (sector) yet to contact with the BS. Therefore, the nodes can use the normal aggregation style to send these messages to the BS. The BS starts to collect and analyze these data to determine the node location and geographical relations among themselves [17] . After the R-WSN field is divided into rings and sectors, the BS begins the next phase by selecting the CH for sectors, depending on their residual energy and location [26] . The CH should have more energy than the other nodes and be directly connected with all nodes in the sector. BS estimates the residual energy from the collected energy information. It finds which node energy level is higher than the average energy level, and selects those nodes as CH (more than one CH may exist in one sector). We have divided the field into SN sectors. Each sector has one CH; if there is a large sector then we assume these large sectors will have more than one CH. This means the communication between the normal node and the CH is a single-hop communication. Therefore, all normal nodes do not have high-energy consumption rates because there is no load on them. When the BS receives high recharging requests from these nodes, it knows whether it is an extraordinary or normal node which is supposed to have failed, therefore it knows that this node must be replaced; but if the requests comes from nodes which selected as CH, then this high request is because of the working load on this CH.
The BS automatically informs all nodes in the network about the CHs for sectors. This technique greatly reduces the energy required for internal communication among nodes to select the CH (as in Algorithm 1). This study proposes that all nodes send a periodical message to inform the BS about the node situation (such as in Equation (6)). The BS analyzes these report messages to study the node status. 
Reporting and Failure Detection
Three types of messages exist between BS and nodes in the sensing field: the first is the AHM that all nodes send to inform the BS about their own status for the first time; the second is from the BS to the nodes, informing the nodes about their location area SN j i and CH after dividing the field; and the third is the recharging request from the nodes to the BS, as shown in Equation (7).
The BS receives the sensor-recharging requests (Eq k ) and adds these requests to the queue (Qc), as shown in Equation (8) . The BS collects incoming messages from the nodes and processes these data to solve node problems by either recharging or replacing the nodes. The BS receives various abnormal recharging requests from the same node. Even after being recharged shortly (i.e., after recharging or during the charging process), the same node still sends a request for recharging. In this study, we assume that the maximum battery lifetime is the given battery material breakthroughs for ultra-fast charging [27] . Therefore, depending on Eq k , the BS decides which sectors and the supposed failed nodes that should be replaced first. The BS then organizes the number of requests for each sector in the sector replacement sequence (SRs), as shown in the following equation:
where NR i is the number of nodes in the sectors that must be replaced. Before the Air-R starts a new round trip (RT) to replace the nodes in the sectors, the BS calculates and analyzes the information based on the priority number (PN max ), which is the number of abnormal recharging requests Eq k for each node (i.e., if some nodes have a large number of abnormal recharging requests in a sector, then they are failed nodes and have high priority to send the Air-R to replace them). The BS sends the node replacement sequences (NRs) to the Air-R with the PN max , as shown as follows:
Failure Handling
As explained before, when the BS receives recharging requests from the nodes, it can determine the failure by analyzing these requests and verifying which node sends several abnormal recharging requests, even if it has been recharged shortly. This node is considered having a problem (i.e., either failure or damage). The BS prioritizes such a node and decides which one needs to send Air-R to replace it depending on PN max . Air-R is selected based on the current location for Air-R. Specifically, the BS selects the Air-R with the closest current location to the sector containing the failed nodes. The continuous synchronized information exchange with the BS allows the BS to remain informed of the current location of the Air-R. When the Air-R moves at a certain distance on its path, to replace the failed node with a new fully functional one at the same location of the failed one, the BS deletes the replaced nodes from the node set N. Therefore, recharging no longer takes place for the failed node when it has already been replaced. The node replacement process can be performed in three steps: (i) The BS analyzes the recharging request and determines if failure occurs; if failure is determined, then it starts the next step; (ii) The Air-R is arranged in replacement RT to replace all failed or damaged nodes with a new fully charged one to fulfill its working duty; (iii) Recharging no longer occurs for these failed nodes until the batteries are drained. The application of the proposed SBR technique can guarantee R-WSN sustainability, and fast expectations and detection of the failed nodes in the sectors before this failure become complicated or unsolvable. The Air-R can determine whether it can replace the additional node after completing the first mission RT (replacing sector failure nodes that are already planned before the Air-R starts RT). The BS has the global information of all the failed nodes and all the Air-R traveling distances, and thus the movement energy of Air-R (because it always forwards the NRs to the closest Air-R). When the Air-R is moving toward a failed node, the Air-R can still receive replacement requests from the BS. The Air-R effort movement can contribute to fast replacement by applying the new field-dividing mechanism. Figure 2 illustrates the flowchart for the replacement process from the beginning, when the sensors are deployed until discovering the failure. BS has the global information of all the failed nodes and all the Air-R traveling distances, and thus the movement energy of Air-R (because it always forwards the NRs to the closest Air-R). When the Air-R is moving toward a failed node, the Air-R can still receive replacement requests from the BS. The Air-R effort movement can contribute to fast replacement by applying the new field-dividing mechanism. Figure 2 illustrates the flowchart for the replacement process from the beginning, when the sensors are deployed until discovering the failure. 
Air-R
Air-R has been adopted in the military field over the last decade and achieved great success [24] . Air-R currently has a wide range of nonmilitary applications, from remote sensing [25] to autonomous aerial water sampling [28] to, or in marine environments (such as in a mobile data collector) [29] . Researchers have shown that they can significantly replace sensors using a mobile robot [25] . For instance, using Air-R to prolong the sensor network lifetime based on recharging or replacing is a promising solution, especially in locations where they are normally inaccessible to humans. Figure 3 shows the Air-R model and the unloading of a fully functional R-WSN in the monitoring field. 
Air-R has been adopted in the military field over the last decade and achieved great success [24] . Air-R currently has a wide range of nonmilitary applications, from remote sensing [25] to autonomous aerial water sampling [28] to, or in marine environments (such as in a mobile data collector) [29] . Researchers have shown that they can significantly replace sensors using a mobile robot [25] . For instance, using Air-R to prolong the sensor network lifetime based on recharging or replacing is a promising solution, especially in locations where they are normally inaccessible to humans. Figure 3 shows the Air-R model and the unloading of a fully functional R-WSN in the monitoring field. The major mobile robot problems are long travel distance and the exhaustive searching process to discover the failure (i.e., increase mobile robot effort)-especially in unsafe places for humans to reach the failed nodes, such as volcanoes, etc. The benefits and characteristics of the BS are utilized to meet various requirements that any application demands. Our study utilizes the BS to expect any network failure, solve problems before expanding, and find the failed nodes that need to be replaced in the network. Air-R successfully reduces work pressure and the travel distance; the efforts of the Air-R are also decreased.
Sensor nodes are usually distributed over a large area, and Air-R can cover a large area because of its fast-moving speed and freeways. Air-R can also replace sensor nodes at locations that are ordinarily unreachable. Therefore, the replacement process is easy because no complicated mechanical mechanism is required to operate the sensor node. Figure 3 shows a moving example of Air-R to discover failure and replace failed nodes. In this example shown in Figure 4c , the Air-R starts from the BS to sector We have experienced several monitoring fields to show good results. If many sensor nodes are distributed widely, deciding which nodes should be replaced when having a node failure in one or more sector is challenging. The continuous synchronized information exchange between BS and Air-R allows the detection and replacement of the failed nodes in the R-WSN as a long-term monitoring system (by regularly checking the recharging request from the sensor node on the field to the BS).
In this study, we answer the following question: Given the BS, Air-R, and a set of sensor networks N, what is the most optimal strategy for the Air-R to replace the failed nodes in sectors to make the network more sustainable, and therefore prolong the lifetime of the R-WSN as much as possible?
The Air-R is allowed to fly to the next failed node at all times after receiving the replacement mission from the BS in RT. At this point, we can distinguish two cases: either the Air-R is at the BS, or it is anywhere else in the field. If the first case occurs, then RT can be considered; if the second case occurs, then the possible situations should be checked (as in the schedule replacement algorithm (SRA) in Algorithm 2). The situations are as follows: The major mobile robot problems are long travel distance and the exhaustive searching process to discover the failure (i.e., increase mobile robot effort)-especially in unsafe places for humans to reach the failed nodes, such as volcanoes, etc. The benefits and characteristics of the BS are utilized to meet various requirements that any application demands. Our study utilizes the BS to expect any network failure, solve problems before expanding, and find the failed nodes that need to be replaced in the network. Air-R successfully reduces work pressure and the travel distance; the efforts of the Air-R are also decreased.
Sensor nodes are usually distributed over a large area, and Air-R can cover a large area because of its fast-moving speed and freeways. Air-R can also replace sensor nodes at locations that are ordinarily unreachable. Therefore, the replacement process is easy because no complicated mechanical mechanism is required to operate the sensor node. Figure 3 shows a moving example of Air-R to discover failure and replace failed nodes. In this example shown in Figure 4c , the Air-R starts from the BS to sector SN 1 1 , then to SN 2 3 and SN 2 2 , etc. The major mobile robot problems are long travel distance and the exhaustive searching process to discover the failure (i.e., increase mobile robot effort)-especially in unsafe places for humans to reach the failed nodes, such as volcanoes, etc. The benefits and characteristics of the BS are utilized to meet various requirements that any application demands. Our study utilizes the BS to expect any network failure, solve problems before expanding, and find the failed nodes that need to be replaced in the network. Air-R successfully reduces work pressure and the travel distance; the efforts of the Air-R are also decreased.
The Air-R is allowed to fly to the next failed node at all times after receiving the replacement mission from the BS in RT. At this point, we can distinguish two cases: either the Air-R is at the BS, or it is anywhere else in the field. If the first case occurs, then RT can be considered; if the second case occurs, then the possible situations should be checked (as in the schedule replacement algorithm (SRA) in Algorithm 2). The situations are as follows: We have experienced several monitoring fields to show good results. If many sensor nodes are distributed widely, deciding which nodes should be replaced when having a node failure in one or more sector is challenging. The continuous synchronized information exchange between BS and Air-R allows the detection and replacement of the failed nodes in the R-WSN as a long-term monitoring system (by regularly checking the recharging request from the sensor node on the field to the BS).
The Air-R is allowed to fly to the next failed node at all times after receiving the replacement mission from the BS in RT. At this point, we can distinguish two cases: either the Air-R is at the BS, or it is anywhere else in the field. If the first case occurs, then RT can be considered; if the second case occurs, then the possible situations should be checked (as in the schedule replacement algorithm (SRA) in Algorithm 2). The situations are as follows: Situation 1. The replacement time (T replace ) to replace all failed nodes in NRs may be larger than the round-trip time T; or, the energy needed to cover the complete RT (E max RT ) distance may also be more than that available in the Air-R (E Air-R , expressed in terms of time needed as a condition), as shown in (11):
Situation 2. The Air-R has insufficient nodes (Air − R cargo ) to replace all failed nodes in NRs, as expressed in (12):
Situation 3. The time available to replace the failed nodes T replace is not enough to replace them all, which is expressed in (13):
In all previous situations, the BS starts analyzing and repeats adding to NRs until the PN max conditions are no longer met. Specifically, the node with the highest PN max is removed from the set of nodes N, which means that it is a failed node. In this emergency condition, the proposed solution is implemented with the expectation that the failed nodes will somehow still recharge until replaced.
Situation 4.
The time available to replace the failed nodes is adequate to replace all of them. The number of available replacement nodes is also sufficient, and the energy needed to cover the complete round trip distance is more than that available in the Air-R. These conditions are expressed in (14):
In Situation 4, all nodes in NRs are replaced. The Air-R flies back to the BS for the next RT, or it checks if it can perform another replacement RT. The SRA describes the behavior of the BS, Air-R, and nodes; it schedules and selects the optimal situation for Air-R to replace every failed node in NRs.
An optimal path is determined for Air-R to visit and replace the failed nodes in the sector, which have the largest priority and are provided with a new fully functional one (with a minimum travel distance that is an important phase in the proposed network; this problem can be demonstrated as a well-known traveling salesman problem (TSP)) [30] . The travel distance should be minimized to save the time and energy of the Air-R. Therefore, we proposed the schedule replacement algorithm to solve the problem, as in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Schedule Replacement Algorithm
Data: Set of sensor nodes NRs at time T Result: Replacement on NRs in every round trip (RT) RT within T
1.
Travel Method ← TSP 2.
Nodes replaced ← FALSE for ∀n k ∈ N do 3.
BS ← Check 4. if PN max is max then 5.
Add n k to NRs 6. end 7. end 8.
while 
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed SBR technique for R-WSN through an experimental simulation. We investigate the network sustainability and the Air-R status (efficiency and effort). A set of simulations are run to experimentally determine the optimal value of period T and the appropriate solution for Air-R to replace the failed node described in previous sections.
Simulation Results
Two different network sizes are examined in our experiments: namely, large and small networks. We examine the influence of SBR on both networks to show the effectiveness of our proposed technique. We investigate a small network consisting of 10-100 nodes that are randomly deployed in the monitoring field with radius R = 100 m and a large network consisting of 100-1000 nodes with radius R = 600 m.
The BS is located at the field center and at the corner of each quartet of the R-WSN monitoring area. As explained in Section 2, the BS divides the network field into a number of rings and sectors utilizing the directional antenna with power control capabilities. The BS helps select the CH for each sector after receiving information from sensors and then automatically informs all nodes in the sectors about their CHs.
Our working environment is a dynamic sensing activity, in which each sensor randomly sends its recharging requests through the CH to the BS. The BS checks and analyzes the incoming requests from nodes to find any abnormal recharging requests and determine the node sector location. Then, the BS sends the Air-R in RT within a given trip time T. The analysis is performed for values of T ∈ 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, . . . , 350 min. We examine the monitoring field twice to show the network scalability and sustainability. We assume that the Air-R flies at a constant speed of 6 m/s, and that the constant replacing time for each sensor is 3 s. Every esteem in the figures is the mean of the outcomes (achieved by applying the proposed technique to 20 different scans of the field for the same network size). We first examine the performance and sustainability of the network without the proposed SBR technique and then apply the proposed SBR in small networks (by varying the network size from 10 sensors to 100 sensors within T). Figure 5 shows that applying the SBR technique significantly improves R-WSN performance and network sustainability for a small-sized network. The figure shows that the average of the network sustainability (using the SBR) starts from 100%, and becomes sustainable at 80% with the increase of the nodes; whereas, it is sustainable at 42% without SBR. The sustainability average gap between them is high, particularly if the network size is small. A few damaged nodes are determined, which may affect network efficiency and sustainability. Hence, the SBR technique can make the network more sustainable.
Similarly, when the network size is greater than 200 sensors, network sustainability keeps the ratio at 78% with SBR Figure 6 . Thus, the proposed technique keeps the sensors alive with time. Without applying the proposed SBR, the ratio is less than 37%. Therefore, the performance and sustainability of the network increase with SBR. Clearly, the proposed technique can work effectively in large networks due to the early and rapid detection of failed nodes. This technique successfully discovers the failure by studying and analyzing the recharging requests from the nodes to the BS (as well as the characteristics of the Air-R) in order to reach the exact sector and replace the failed nodes at the right time. Similarly, when the network size is greater than 200 sensors, network sustainability keeps the ratio at 78% with SBR Figure 6 . Thus, the proposed technique keeps the sensors alive with time. Without applying the proposed SBR, the ratio is less than 37%. Therefore, the performance and sustainability of the network increase with SBR. Clearly, the proposed technique can work effectively in large networks due to the early and rapid detection of failed nodes. This technique successfully discovers the failure by studying and analyzing the recharging requests from the nodes to the BS (as well as the characteristics of the Air-R) in order to reach the exact sector and replace the failed nodes at the right time. When utilizing the SBR technique in our analysis, we focus on the following key performance parameters:
(a) Network efficiency and sustainability average: This parameter demonstrates the number of times the objective of keeping all sensors alive is reached when the simulation runs several times.
In the proposed analysis, the solution is compared in terms of R-WSN sustainability in a small or large network. The obtained result is plotted in Figure 7 . For the adopted simulation settings, the replacement techniques perform better than recharging failure nodes. This result is attributed to the fact that the time required for node replacement is significantly lower than the time needed to continuously recharge the failed nodes if failure occurs, which is a reasonable assumption. Figure 7a , b shows that the average of detecting and expecting the failure node is high in both network sizes when the SBR algorithm is applied (i.e., 87% for small R-WSN at the end of time and 36% without applying the SBR). For a large-sized network, the average is 81% Similarly, when the network size is greater than 200 sensors, network sustainability keeps the ratio at 78% with SBR Figure 6 . Thus, the proposed technique keeps the sensors alive with time. Without applying the proposed SBR, the ratio is less than 37%. Therefore, the performance and sustainability of the network increase with SBR. Clearly, the proposed technique can work effectively in large networks due to the early and rapid detection of failed nodes. This technique successfully discovers the failure by studying and analyzing the recharging requests from the nodes to the BS (as well as the characteristics of the Air-R) in order to reach the exact sector and replace the failed nodes at the right time. When utilizing the SBR technique in our analysis, we focus on the following key performance parameters:
In the proposed analysis, the solution is compared in terms of R-WSN sustainability in a small or large network. The obtained result is plotted in Figure 7 . For the adopted simulation settings, the replacement techniques perform better than recharging failure nodes. This result is attributed to the fact that the time required for node replacement is significantly lower than the time needed to continuously recharge the failed nodes if failure occurs, which is a reasonable assumption. Figure 7a , b shows that the average of detecting and expecting the failure node is high in both network sizes when the SBR algorithm is applied (i.e., 87% for small R-WSN at the end of time and 36% without applying the SBR). For a large-sized network, the average is 81% Figure 6 . Network sustainability for a large network from 100 to 1000 nodes.
When utilizing the SBR technique in our analysis, we focus on the following key performance parameters:
In the proposed analysis, the solution is compared in terms of R-WSN sustainability in a small or large network. The obtained result is plotted in Figure 7 . For the adopted simulation settings, the replacement techniques perform better than recharging failure nodes. This result is attributed to the fact that the time required for node replacement is significantly lower than the time needed to continuously recharge the failed nodes if failure occurs, which is a reasonable assumption. Figure 7a ,b shows that the average of detecting and expecting the failure node is high in both network sizes when the SBR algorithm is applied (i.e., 87% for small R-WSN at the end of time and 36% without applying the SBR). For a large-sized network, the average is 81% with SBR and 30% without applying SBR. Therefore, the SBR technique utilizing Air-R always succeeds in keeping the network alive with high efficiency and sustainability.
(b) Fast detection and the number of replaced failed nodes: These parameters give a quantitative value of the number of failed nodes each time when Air-R takes a RT (in which the SBR technique succeeds in keeping the network alive). Figure 7c , d illustrates the number of the replaced failed nodes utilizing the high capability of the BS in detecting the failed node (based on the calculation and analyzing the incoming data from the nodes through a continuous synchronized data exchange between BS and Air-R on both network sizes). Figure 7c shows the number of successful nodes replaced in the small network. Particularly, the Air-R starts to receive the replacement requests from the BS at the beginning, successfully replaces two failed nodes, and receives more replacement requests until no more requests are acquired (or it needs to come back to the BS). Similarly, Figure 7d shows the number of successful nodes replaced in the large network. The Air-R successfully replaces three failed nodes in the first 50 min (which continues to increase), and detects the failure to exploit the replacement task until no more requests are received from the BS. This condition is due to the early and fast detection of the network failure, which leads to the sustainability and high performance of the network. (c) Network performance. This parameter is the average value expressed in minutes between the network start up and the first failed node found in the network. Network performance refers to the number of nodes that have been replaced to apply network sustainability, as shown in Figures 5-7 (when the failure is detected before it affects the network).
Air-R travel distance. This parameter captures the amount of distance spent by the Air-R in flying around the network. The Air-R travel distance highlights how our proposed field partition is efficient in reducing the travel distance for the Air-R and decreasing the Air-R effort to cover the monitoring field for the replacement of the failed nodes. In particular, the adoption of the path selection (based on the TSP solution) performs the best for Air-R, as shown in Figure 8 . with SBR and 30% without applying SBR. Therefore, the SBR technique utilizing Air-R always succeeds in keeping the network alive with high efficiency and sustainability. (b) Fast detection and the number of replaced failed nodes: These parameters give a quantitative value of the number of failed nodes each time when Air-R takes a RT (in which the SBR technique succeeds in keeping the network alive). Figure 7c , d illustrates the number of the replaced failed nodes utilizing the high capability of the BS in detecting the failed node (based on the calculation and analyzing the incoming data from the nodes through a continuous synchronized data exchange between BS and Air-R on both network sizes). Figure 7c shows the number of successful nodes replaced in the small network. Particularly, the Air-R starts to receive the replacement requests from the BS at the beginning, successfully replaces two failed nodes, and receives more replacement requests until no more requests are acquired (or it needs to come back to the BS). Similarly, Figure 7d shows the number of successful nodes replaced in the large network. The Air-R successfully replaces three failed nodes in the first 50 min (which continues to increase), and detects the failure to exploit the replacement task until no more requests are received from the BS. This condition is due to the early and fast detection of the network failure, which leads to the sustainability and high performance of the network. (c) Network performance. This parameter is the average value expressed in minutes between the network start up and the first failed node found in the network. Network performance refers to the number of nodes that have been replaced to apply network sustainability, as shown in Figures 5-7 (when the failure is detected before it affects the network). (d) Air-R travel distance. This parameter captures the amount of distance spent by the Air-R in flying around the network. The Air-R travel distance highlights how our proposed field partition is efficient in reducing the travel distance for the Air-R and decreasing the Air-R effort to cover the monitoring field for the replacement of the failed nodes. In particular, the adoption of the path selection (based on the TSP solution) performs the best for Air-R, as shown in Figure 8 . reduce the Air-R effort. Consequently, the Air-R replaces the failed nodes before the problem extends, which affects network sustainability. Figure 8 shows the movement average for the Air-R, which is always the lowest, most stable, and most constant when utilizing the SBR technique in both network sizes. In the SBR technique, the BS selects the closest Air-R to the sector that presents failure. The Air-R then flies to replace the failed nodes in the sectors. The highest performance is achieved, and the travel distance for Air-R is reduced. 
Conclusions
In this study, we propose a sensor replacement technique for R-WSN using Air-R, called SBR. The BS receives recharging requests from nodes in the monitoring field, analyzes these requests, and checks which node sends numerous abnormal recharging requests. The Air-R is then sent to replace the failed nodes with new functional ones. This study aims to (i) guarantee the sustainability of the R-WSN monitoring field without affecting any part; (ii) rapidly detect the failed node in sectors on the R-WSN using the BS capabilities in processing the data, to achieve the highest performance for the replacement of the failed nodes; and (iii) minimize the Air-R movement distance through the new field-dividing mechanism that leads to the fast replacement task. The proposed solutions succeed in guaranteeing the sustainability of the R-WSN monitoring field. We believe that the proposed comparative analysis will be helpful in various uses of WSN for monitoring and collecting data about environmental activities. In our future work, we will study the performance of utilizing Air-R to deploy fully functional nodes in non-covered places in the sensing field. In the final analysis, we investigate how the Air-R path influences the movement distance to reduce the Air-R effort. Consequently, the Air-R replaces the failed nodes before the problem extends, which affects network sustainability. Figure 8 shows the movement average for the Air-R, which is always the lowest, most stable, and most constant when utilizing the SBR technique in both network sizes. In the SBR technique, the BS selects the closest Air-R to the sector that presents failure. The Air-R then flies to replace the failed nodes in the sectors. The highest performance is achieved, and the travel distance for Air-R is reduced.
In this study, we propose a sensor replacement technique for R-WSN using Air-R, called SBR. The BS receives recharging requests from nodes in the monitoring field, analyzes these requests, and checks which node sends numerous abnormal recharging requests. The Air-R is then sent to replace the failed nodes with new functional ones. This study aims to (i) guarantee the sustainability of the R-WSN monitoring field without affecting any part; (ii) rapidly detect the failed node in sectors on the R-WSN using the BS capabilities in processing the data, to achieve the highest performance for the replacement of the failed nodes; and (iii) minimize the Air-R movement distance through the new field-dividing mechanism that leads to the fast replacement task. The proposed solutions succeed in guaranteeing the sustainability of the R-WSN monitoring field. We believe that the proposed comparative analysis will be helpful in various uses of WSN for monitoring and collecting data about environmental activities. In our future work, we will study the performance of utilizing Air-R to deploy fully functional nodes in non-covered places in the sensing field.
